New rock art discoveries in the Kurnool District, Andhra Pradesh, India
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The authors have surveyed the little known paintings of the Kurnool area in central south India, bringing to light the varied work of artists active from the Palaeolithic to the present day. By classifying the images and observing their local superposition and global parallels, they present us with an evolving trend – from the realistic drawings of large deer by hunter-gatherers, through the symbolic humans of the Iron Age to the hand-prints of more recent pilgrims and garish life-size modern ‘scarecrows’. Here are the foundations for one of the world’s longest sequences of rock art.
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Introduction

India has a vast amount of rock art of global significance (Bednarik & Chakravarty 1997), consisting mainly of paintings and petroglyphs. Initial investigations began in the late 1800s (e.g. Cockburn 1899; Franke 1902) but most research has focused on north and central India (e.g. Brooks & Wakankar 1976; Neumayer 1983, 1992, 1993; Chakravarty 1984; Mathpal 1984; Pandey 1992; Ghosh 1998; Pradhan 2001; Bednarik 2002; Chakraverty 2003). However, earlier finds from the south (e.g. Gordon 1951; Allchin 1963) have more recently been followed up by investigations which demonstrate that south India also possesses
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a wide range of rock art (e.g. Allchin & Allchin 1994-95; Mathpal 1998; Chandramouli 2002, 2003; Sridhar 2005).

For several years Boivin and colleagues have conducted rock art research in various parts of south India, beginning on the Deccan Plateau (Boivin 2004; Boivin et al. 2007) and more recently in the Kurnool area (Boivin et al. 2009; Petraglia et al. 2009b). In this paper we report on the significance of recently recorded paintings of animals, human-like figures and other designs from sites in the three valleys of Katavani Kunta, Yaganti and Jurreru near the village-town of Banganapalle, Andhra Pradesh (Figure 1).

The rock art sites are located in an archaeologically rich area noted for the highly significant Palaeolithic deposits at Jwalapuram (Clarkson et al. 2009; Petraglia et al. 2007, 2009a & b) as well as an abundance of varied Holocene sites, including those of hunter-gatherer, Neolithic and Megalithic peoples (Allchin 1963; Murty 1985, 1992, 2003b; Blinkhorn 2008; Petraglia et al. 2009b). Field survey since 2003 has located 63 rock art sites in the three valleys of the Kurnool area sampled, but there are many valleys and hilltops that have yet to be studied (see also Boivin et al. 2009). Several different styles of rock art associated with various time periods have been identified and are outlined below.

The Kurnool valleys

Chandramouli (2002: 92-141, 2003) documented a number of pictograph sites within 30km of Kurnool, especially near Kethavaram. The 2007 survey was focused on the three adjacent valleys of Jurreru, Katavanti Kunta and Yaganti (Figure 1), and was aimed at better
understanding the distribution of sites within the landscape, and their correlation to surface archaeology. Detailed recording at a number of key sites took place in early 2009.

The Jurreru Valley (Figure 2) is steep-sided but relatively wide, and runs along an approximate east-west axis. Five rock art sites have been identified on its northern slopes. Most of the paintings, in red or white, are found on the southern overhangs of the variously sized quartzite boulders that litter the limestone slopes. These boulders are derived from the quartzite escarpment some 300m above the valley floor. All but one of the shelters bearing rock art is on the lower slopes of the hill. This valley contains the excavated site of Jwalapuram Locality 9, which dates to 35 000 years ago, and also has paintings that were examined in our survey (see below).

Katavani Kunta (Figure 3) is an upland valley that cuts into the quartzite plateau; it runs on a north-west to south-east axis and lies above the Jurreru Valley. It is significantly smaller in size than Jurreru, but contains many more quartzite boulders and painted sites, most of which are found on the lower slopes of the valley, often close to the long-travelled dirt road that winds along the valley floor. A total of 50 sites were found here. Today, the valley lies on a pilgrimage route between two Hindu temples, one of which stands at the south-east entrance to the valley, and some 13 sites in the valley appear to relate to contemporary or recent Hindu religious activities. These sites are located on both the western and eastern sides of the valley, close to (and facing) the road. Another 37 sites contain a distinctive corpus of predominantly red images, and these sites face the valley floor, mostly from the west of the road. The valley has numerous rockshelters formed by low escarpment edges, quartzite boulders piled on scree slopes and eroded boulders sitting on parts of the valley floor. Geologically, the valley is within the Cuddapah Supergroup, a crescent-shaped basin.
of Proterozoic age (Gupta et al. 2003). Rockshelter KK1 (below) has provided the best rock art sequence in the area to date.

Yaganti Valley is a subsidiary valley to Katavani Kunta, and also runs along a north-west to south-east axis. All but one of the eight rock art sites in the valley are on quartzite boulders relatively high up the valley’s eastern limestone slopes, not far from the Yaganti Hindu temple to the west. Most of the paintings are in red, but some are also in white and black.

**Paintings examined: KK1 and JWP 9**

The *KK1 rockshelter* (Figure 4) is formed by a large sloping boulder resting on a second rounded boulder just up from the valley floor. The shelter measures 14m in length, is up to 6.9m deep and reaches a height of 7m. The painted panel is 11.1m long and rises to 3.85m in the middle, tapering to less than 1m at either end. The site faces roughly north at 20° and little sunlight reaches the paintings, one of the reasons that this site is better preserved than others. With 92 identifiable rock paintings (and one indeterminate) it is the second largest collection of the 63 sites of the Jwalapuram-Katavani Kunta-Yaganti complex. Its diverse subject matter and superimpositions help establish a chronological sequence for the area.

There were three main phases of painting at KK1: a naturalistic phase, mostly with figures in outline but some with a light wash of red infill, a larger solid red more abstract phase and a final phase when large outline animal and human-like figures were produced. There are no stencils or engravings at the site but there is a group of three (possibly accidently produced)
red fingertip prints on a horizontal piece of the wall facing the floor and below some of the paintings.

Altogether there are 20 early naturalistic drawings of animals and humans in Phase I, four semi-naturalistic animals from a possible later sub-phase, two with patterned infill; one set of fingertip prints; 63 red solid and geometric figures in Phase II, and two large outline animals (boar or bear) and two outline human-like figures, one of which is upside down in Phase III, with one indeterminate design. Phase I images were found only at the west end of the rockshelter, while those of other phases were widely distributed.

The Phase I red outline and wash paintings consist of small groups of wild animals, mostly deer (Figure 5) and gazelle, and small groups of profile human-like figures facing the same direction (Figure 6). All depictions of animals are also in profile and when in small groups these face the same direction. At the far west end of the shelter the three red outline deer appear to have been made at the same time and are placed as if the two males are following the female. The red wash deer and gazelle are on one side of a large natural hollow while the outline deer and human-like figures are on the other side. As with many of the deer, the human figures appear to have been purposely arranged in groups.

The solid figures (Figure 7) from Phase II, on the other hand, are much larger and are arranged quite differently. They also are usually somewhat lighter in colour. Sometimes there are groups of three human-like figures or back-to-back human-like solid infill paintings. There are also groups of solid human-like figures facing different directions and human figures associated with diamond designs, one of which has this pattern painted on either
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Figure 5. KK1 naturalistic outline deer.

Figure 6. KK1 naturalistic outline profile human-like figures.
side of it (Figure 8). The solid phase is also associated with lots of other geometric designs, such as circles and ovals, painted in various parts of the shelter. Animals include some domesticated species, such as a dog associated with a line of four goats. Wild animals are mostly lizards (including monitor) and fish, with a few depictions of boars that could be either wild or domesticated. At the western end of KK1 a solid red human-like figure is clearly superimposed over a naturalistic outline stag (Figure 9), one of the site’s most important superimpositions (see also Petraglia et al. 2009b).

KK1 imagery can be found at a number of other sites in the area, although the small early naturalistic outline paintings are so far unique to this site. The deer depicted in the early naturalistic outline style are most likely Sambar (*Cervus unicolor*), India’s largest deer, and/or Chital (*Axis axis*). They have the greatest range across India and frequented environments similar to those that once existed in the Kurnool area (Mathpal 1993: 6; Murty 2003a: 22). In 1993 over 80 sites in India were found to have deer depicted in them, with Sambar found in half and Chital in even more (Mathpal 1993: 12).

**Jwalapuram Locality 9**, in the Jurreru Valley, consists of a large quartzite boulder with a sloping exposed wall that provides some shelter (Figure 10). The boulder is about 20m long by 10m wide and 10m high and is situated about 5m above the road to Patha Padu village. The site was excavated between 2003 and 2009 (see Clarkson et al. 2009). It dates to 35 000 years ago and is considered one of the oldest sites in south India with microliths. Human remains, limestone and bone beads and faunal remains were found in
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Figure 8. A diamond or lozenge pattern design found at KK1 has counterparts across India. Here it was placed on either side of a solid red figure.

Figure 9. At the western end of KK1 a solid red human-like figure is clearly superimposed over a naturalistic outline deer.
Figure 10. Jwalapuram Locality 9 rockshelter is heavily exposed to the sun so older rock art does not survive well.

the excavation. Many ochre fragments were recovered from Stratum C, dated to between c. 15 000 and 11 000 BP.

The painted panel, with excavated deposit below, faces south-south-west at 203°. Fourteen faded figures have been discerned, including a red outline elephant (the largest approximately 1.7m long and 1.2m high), a large light red outline animal (probably a hump back cow, with a stick figure and other infill added later; 1.0m long and 0.6m high), two red outline and line infill unidentified quadrupeds, two solid red human-like figures, a partial solid red human figure and a solid red back-to-back human figure motif. There are also six geometric designs consisting of three solid red geometrics (2 ovals, spade), two outline geometric figures (purple rectilinear; purple-red crescent) and a complex red line design.

No early naturalistic paintings have been found at Jwalapuram, but given the amount of ochre recovered from various levels of the excavation, including Pleistocene layers (Clarkson et al. 2009), it is probable many more paintings once adorned the wall. Their survival may have been affected by the high degree of exposure to sun and rain.

Sequence

Most rock art of the Kurnool area consists of paintings but there are also a few sites with engravings of differing styles and ages, a few hand stencils and hand prints, rare drawings, and very recent re-outlining of older art. Attempts to date the Kurnool rock art corpus have primarily focused on relative dating and dating using associated archaeological remains.
A detailed analysis of KK1 and JWP9 imagery and that recorded at the other 61 sites suggests there were at least five main phases of art activity associated with varying time periods and groups of people as follows:

In Phase I we see small red wild animals such as deer and gazelle, mostly in outline but occasionally with a light wash of solid infill, and small outline human figures in profile (Figures 5 & 6). These figures are very naturalistic and found only at one site, KK1. There is a sub or transitional phase with patterned infill added to some figures. This phase has art typical of hunter-gatherers.

Phase II is characterised by solid red human-like figures, animals and geometric designs (Figures 7 & 8). The humans are sometimes arranged together in repeated themes. When single, there are a few repeated poses, in obverse or profile, usually with both arms upraised. Sometimes these types of figures overlap. A red drawn cart seen with a small cow near it may be a diagnostic indicator. Note that Phase II figures are distributed right across panels while earlier and later figures are both fewer in number and concentrated in certain parts of panels. Animals in this phase are mostly domesticated, including goats, cattle and dogs. These properties, together with the abundant Iron Age pottery and burial structures discovered through recent systematic survey in the valley, suggest that this phase is likely associated with the Iron Age. The succession discerned in Figure 9, serves to place Phase II after Phase I.

To Phase III belong large outline animals and human-like figures, in varying shades of red and orange. Some have infill such as spots, as on a leopard depiction. Most human-like figures have upraised arms (Figure 11) but are different in posture, style and form from the solid figures of Phase II. Some figures have a cartoon-like quality. A mix of wild and domesticated animals is depicted. This phase is likely from the historic period.

Phase IV is signalled by white hand-prints, tridents and other geometric designs owed to pilgrims visiting and marking sites (Figure 12). This art may have begun in the past couple of centuries and is still made today.

In Phase V we have placed white rough human-like figures on rock walls that line fields (Figure 13) that may have a ‘scarecrow’ function. Dry pigment re-outlining of older figures, both red and white, also occurs, along with some initials/graffiti. These forms of rock marking are extremely recent and continue to be made.
Kurnool pictographs in context

The outline animal rock paintings that the early Kurnool area art (Phase I) most closely resemble are from Settavaray (see Figures 287, 295 and 305 in Neumayer 1993: 125-8), while some human figures from Benekal Forest – Hire Benakal are also similar (Figure 292 in Neumayer 1993: 126). Settavaray lies about 500km to the south-east, between Tiruvannamalai and Pondicherry, while Benekal Forest – Hire Benakal is about 150km west, upstream and near the Tungabhadra River. There also is a resemblance to some early animal paintings of the Bhimbetka area, far to the north (see Mathpal 1984, 1993: 15, Figure 19, 1993: Plate VI). However, these seem to be the only places where this form of art has survived. Some solid red wash infill Phase I animals are almost identical to a few paintings at Kethavaram, about 35km north, with one so similar it could have been made by the same artist (Chandramouli 2003: 160, fig. 11.3).

The more recent Kurnool phases of rock art appear quite different to those of neighbouring states, or any other part of India, although some of the Phase II paintings are similar to those at nearby Kurnool area sites documented by Chandramouli (2002: 92-141) and Phase III paintings resemble some from other parts of Andhra Pradesh (see Chandramouli 2002). There is little similarity between Kurnool area rock art and that of Kerala (as in Mathpal 1998), although some similar changes in pictograph styles over time can be detected.
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Figure 13. White rough human-like figures on rock walls that line fields, Katavani Kunta Valley.

Kurnool rock art also appears very different to that of Tamil Nadu (see Sridhar 2005) and Orissa (see Pradhan 2001).

A few sites in the Katavani Kunta and Yaganti valleys have depictions of stylised cattle forms more typical of Deccan Plateau/Karnataka rock art to the west (see Boivin 2004) and some sites in between (e.g. Budagavi rockshelter 4 and Dupadugattu rockshelter 2, in Chandramouli 2003: 164), suggesting some connections between people of these areas during the Iron Age. Stick-like linked human figures arranged in rows, which occur at Deccan Plateau sites and elsewhere (Malaiya 1992), are also found at a few sites in Kurnool (Figure 14). The diamond or lozenge pattern design found at KK1 appears to be widespread across India, either as a separate motif or as infill within figures (see Chandramouli 2002: Figures 35 and 37c; Neumayer 1992: Figures 2, 5, 7, 10, 1993: Figures 34-37; Pandey 1992: Figures 1-4; Tyagi1992), as well as an engraved motif on portable objects such as a stone core (Sonawane 1984, 1992; see also Brumm et al. 2006).

Early Kurnool rock art (Phase I) is dissimilar to most of the known rock art of India, other than that noted above. However, its style and form has strong similarities to Magdalenian rock art of Western Europe (see Clottes 1990, 2008; Sacchi 2003) and to the naturalistic outline paintings of the Jinsha River region of north-west Yunnan province, China (as in Tacçon et al. 2010). A key feature of both of these art bodies is an elegance and ease imparted to outlines, which distinguishes this art from the heavy outlined animals of
other periods (Giedion 1969: 186). This also is true of Kurnool Phase I art. However, all three art bodies also have differences and are likely unrelated. Instead, aspects of human physiology, perception and shared forms of lifestyle (i.e. hunting/gathering) may account for the similarity (Halverson 1992; Watson 2009).

Most later Kurnool rock art (Phases II-V) reflects regional concerns and \textit{in situ} development. Consequently, the more recent phases are very different from the rock art of other parts of India and beyond, though linkages to the Deccan Plateau rock art may reflect the emergence of more widely distributed cultural traditions, a phenomenon that might be linked to the spread of megalithic practices in the Iron Age.

**Conclusions**

Very little rock art has been directly dated in India but there are many regional sequences with good relative dates for some designs, styles and subject matter. An examination of preservation, overlapping imagery, landscape location, style and subject matter at sites near Kurnool has allowed us to work out a regional sequence for this region. Comparison with similar figures from other parts of India and beyond suggests the surviving Kurnool image sequence begins at least 10 000 years ago.

The earliest surviving pictographs of the Kurnool area consist mainly of naturalistic outline paintings of animals and human-like figures. These paintings differ from most Indian rock art, and we conclude that they were made by hunter-gatherers. They were
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probably invented independently in India and are not directly related to similar-looking art in Europe or Yunnan, China. With the rise of agriculture, and of the subsequent increasingly hierarchical societies and political economies of the Iron Age (Boivin et al. 2008), new forms of rock art developed in situ. But influences from nearby parts of India can also be detected. These were much more concerned with the human form than previous art and may, in Kurnool, relate to the emergence of novel ritual traditions in which individuals and elite groups were demarcated and differentiated through new corporal and burial practices. By this period, influences from nearby parts of India can also be detected, and these may reflect in part the spread of new ideologies, and perhaps important changes to the hunting and gathering communities that occupied the area, as contacts with farmers expanded (see Petraglia et al. 2009b).

Rock art continued to be made through the historic period with new forms and styles emerging. In recent times, some sites have become focal points for pilgrims, who add their own marks to growing accumulations of abstract white trident-like and related designs. Some local villagers also re-outline older paintings and large, rough white human-like figures are made on rocky outcrops that line cultivated fields, serving a scarecrow-like function.

Further research will focus on better linking Kurnool’s changing rock art tradition to broader landscape use and the results of nearby archaeological excavations, as well as radiometric dating. The incidence of a diamond pattern found at some Kurnool sites and at many other locations across India needs further exploration as it is associated with various time periods and some engraved stone tools. It appears to be a specifically Indian form of aesthetic expression with Pleistocene roots that links many groups of people across the sub continent together, a form of shared artistic heritage that is typically ‘Indian’ in character.
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